from the musical content strictly speaking. Because it arises from the music itself, this meaning is intrinsic; it is neither based on references to the outer world, nor assigned from the outside.
The debate about the musical content originates in several writings by Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, even although instances of the term applied to music can be found earlier in the 18 th century. 2 Hegel himself, in somewhat ambiguous statements, made complex distinctions between quasi synonymous terms, Inhalt, Gehalt, Gegenstand, Stoff, etc. 3 The dual meaning of Inhalt clearly appears in this quotation:
"Let us now consider, after the ways to conceive of the other arts, those in the form of which music, be it accompanying or independent from any determined text, may capture and express a particular meaning. I already said before that music, among all arts, encloses in itself the highest possibility to free itself not only from any real text, but also from the expression of any determined content, and to satisfy itself with a self-contained process of combinations, variations, oppositions and interpositions falling within the purely musical domain of the sounds. But the music then remains empty, meaningless, and cannot truly be counted as art, as it lacks a principal feature of all art, the spiritual content and expression." 4 Hegel makes here several distinctions. First of all, he distinguishes between the possible existence of a 'determined content' -a content of the kind that could be determined by a text set to music -and 'self-contained processes within the purely musical domain of the sounds' -technical musical processes (combina-2 Musical content is mentioned for instance by Carl Philip Emanuel Bach, when he discusses how to play the ornaments according to the 'content' of the work (1753, Chapter 2, passim); or when he explains that sight reading too often fails to express "the true content" (der wahre Inhalt) of the piece (1753: 115−116). In these passages, Inhalt could be understood as denoting some sort of musical meaning.
3
The distinction between Inhalt and Gehalt corresponds closely to that in French between contenu and teneur, but it has no direct correspondence in English. Inhalt merely refers to what is contained, while Gehalt denotes a substantial content, an aesthetic value. See also note 13 below. (Hegel 1838: 142−143) . What Hegel calls "accompanying music" obviously is music setting a text.
tions, variations, oppositions and interpositions) in the sound domain. He further distinguishes between these technical processes and the 'spiritual content and expression' that form the principal feature of all arts, and that must also be considered distinct from the 'determined' content.
Mark Evan Bonds (2014: 88), among others, quotes this passage in support of the idea that instrumental music, for Hegel, is empty and meaningless and could hardly be considered to have risen to the level of art at all. This however fails to acknowledge the declared purpose of the passage, which is to show how -and not whether -music may express a particular meaning. It fails to take account of the distinction that Hegel makes between "determined content" (bestimmter Inhalt) and "spiritual content" (geistiger Inhalt). Hegel's determined content is verbally determined: it belongs to verbal texts (literature, poetry, etc.) in general, and to music with text in our case. If no text determines the content, and if music satisfies itself with purely technical processes, it may indeed remain empty and meaningless. But Hegel continues and stresses that instrumental music, in order to count as art, must express spirituality. Its content may then remain indeterminate, but it nevertheless can be deduced from the harmonic and melodic situation:
"Only when spirituality is expressed in adequate manner in the sensual element of the sounds and their diverse figuration does music rise to [the level of] true art, regardless whether this content obtains for itself a more detailed description in words, or must be indeterminately perceived from the sounds, their harmonic relationships and their melodic animation." 5 Discussions about these continue throughout the 19 th century and later. The term is soon discussed in connection with musical form, either to claim that music has no content, only form; or to demonstrate that the content of music is its form; or to oppose content and form in music. Adolf Bernhard Marx confirms Hegel's statement that musical devices alone (sounds, vibrations, tones, noises, temporal events) cannot produce content if they lack spirituality. It is only through musical form, he adds, that musical spirituality (Geist) is able to produce its own "Form is not the opposite of content but its determination. Form's opposite is not content in general but rather formlessness -content that is unformed and thus, in its formlessness, undetermined and totally indeterminable. Sounds, vibrations, tones, noises, temporal events: these are not music but for it merely the shapeless materials out of which the spirit shapes music.
[…] Form in music is thus nothing other than the shaping and hence determination of content that is originally shapeless and undetermined but lies ready and awaiting in the spirit, and only then through shaping, through form becoming music. The spirit sets its musical content in the musical form, sets it firmly and, by so doing, comes in it to itself, its law, and its consciousness." 6 Moritz Hauptmann was one of the major German music theorists of the 19 th century. His dialectic approach to music theory, based on ideas of unity, opposition and synthesis, has been at the origin of Hugo Riemann's dual theory of tonal functions. Hauptmann does not evidence much interest for the content of music. He views musical content mainly as 'content strictly speaking'. One of his statements nevertheless deserves being singled out here, when he writes that "Much as discourse (Rede) does not consist in words combined together, but in words put asunder and united in the thought, so the musical expression, which consists in putting asunder successions and consonances of notes, becomes united only in the content of the musical thought to be expressed; its isolated moments are but members of an organic unity." Hauptmann recognizes here that the musical content does not result from musical units put in succession, but from their organic unity in a discourse expressing a musical idea. This may be viewed merely as another way to state that form determines content, as already stressed by Adolf Bernhard Marx in the text quoted above. Form indeed is what organically unites the succession of isolated moments. But Hauptmann's statement is interesting also because it anticipates on an idea that was developed only a century later in linguistic semiotics, that the meaning properly speaking "results from the succession, the appropriation to circumstance and the adaptation of the different signs to each other." Hanslick's object is 'the musically beautiful', 9 a type of beauty that exists only in music. His aim is to describe the specific beauty of music itself, that which is conveyed by the music itself, independently of any external reference arising from the text set to music or of any other descriptive function, a beautiful that, independent and in no need of content coming from outside itself, resides only in the notes and in their artistic combination. (Benveniste 1968: 21 Payzant 1986: 95−96 stresses that the term Ton should not be translated as 'sound' because Töne, for Hanslick, are sounds of determined, measurable pitch. "In this sense, a 'tone' is a sound, actual or imagined, perceived as occupying a position in a diatonic musical scale" (Payzant 1986: 95) . However, that a pitch is perceived as a step in a (not necessarily diatonic) musical scale does not make it measurable, it merely identifies it as a semiotic category: this is what we mean by the word 'note', which I prefer as a translation of Ton. See also Payzant 1981: 45, where he correctly identifies Töne as "relata in an intentional system of relationships", i.e. what I consider semiotic categories.
"It is extraordinary difficult to describe this autonomous beauty, this specifically musical. Since music has no model in nature and expresses no conceptual content, it can be talked about only in dry technical definitions or with poetical fictions. Its realm is truly 'not of this world'. All the fanciful portrayals, characterizations, circumscriptions of a musical work are either figurative or fallacious. What in every other art is still description, is in music already metaphor. Music demands once and for all to be grasped as music and can be only from itself understood and in itself enjoyed.
In no way is the 'specifically musical' to be understood as mere acoustical beauty of as symmetry of proportion -it embraces both as ancillary -and still less can we talk of an 'ear-titillating play of tones' and other such images by which the lack of a spiritual inspiration tends to become emphasized. When we insist on musical beauty, we did not exclude the spiritual content (Gehalt); on the contrary we presupposed it." 11 Hanslick stresses here -almost a century before it was raised in linguistics -one of the major problems of semiotics, the question whether a semiotic system can be translated in another; or, to put it otherwise, whether all meaning must be expressible in words. The real difficulty, he says, is to acknowledge that music may have an Inhalt, a content, a meaning that would depend in no way on the outer world, that would remain 'not of this world'. Such content could neither be of the order of the 'subject' (Gegenstand) of music, nor of its 'matter' (Stoff ).
"When one raises the question of the 'content' of music, one has in mind the idea of 'subject' (matter) which, as the idea, as the ideal, stands directly opposed to the notes as 'material ingredients'. Music in fact has no content in this sense, no matter in the sense of the subject treated. Quite rightly, Kahlert vigorously argues that no 'verbal description' can be provided for music as it can for painting (Kahlert 1846: 380), but his subsequent supposition is wrong [when he goes on to say] that such verbal descriptions might in some case afford 'a remedy for a failing artistic pleasure'." 12 And Hanslick concludes by explaining how the musical content is in fact a spiritual substance. For this conclusion, he replaces Inhalt by Gehalt, not really opposing these terms, but using the second to stress the spirituality, the ideality of the content.
"From the fact that music has no content ([in the sense of] subject) it does not follow that music has no substance [Gehalt] .
[…]
Regarding the accusation of contentlessness, music has content, but only musical content, which is not lesser spark of the divine flame than the beauty of any other art. But only by implacably denying any other 'content' (Inhalt) to music can one preserve its 'substance' (Gehalt). This is because no spiritual meaning can be determined from any undetermined feeling to which at best such content leads back; but well from the determined tonal structure as free creation of the mind from a material without concept, compatible with the mind." 13 Heinrich Schenker's first important book, Der Geist der musikalischen Technik (Schenker 1895), mentions Inhalt on almost every page, but never in a very spe- cific sense: the word, for him, is at that time merely a generic term. The title of the book deserves more attention. It easily translates as "The Spirit of the Musical Technique", but 'spirit' (Geist) must obviously be understood with reference to the so many mentions of 'spirituality' and of 'spiritual content' since Hegel. A better translation might be "The Spirituality of the Musical Technique". Schenker's intention was to show how the musical technique differentiated itself from that of verbal language -and, at the same time, from referentiality (Meeùs 2016 (Cook 1993: 83 ). Schenker's more precise purpose, as mentioned both in the title and throughout the book, is to describe the "musical content" of the symphony, a purely musical content that in no way depends on words or on a program, and that can be produced by purely musical technical means, without any external reference. The Inhalt of music has been a constant concern for Schenker during the forty years between his Geist der musikalischen Technik in 1895 and his posthumous Der freie Satz in 1935.
14 Arnold Schoenberg wrote in 1912, the same year in which Schenker published his Beethoven monograph, an article that begins with these words: "There are relatively few people able to understand in purely musical terms what music has to say."
15
The difficulty mentioned here is of the same nature as that about which Hanslick had written, that of describing the autonomous, specifically musical beauty of music.
16 And one cannot refrain from thinking that the understanding in purely musical terms to which Schoenberg refers also is that of understanding what music means in purely musical terms, its truly musical meaning.
Schoenberg later clarifies that the real musical content is what Hegel would have described as 'indeterminate ', 17 and that understanding this type of content results in a better understanding of the music itself:
"I was deeply ashamed, a few years ago, when I discovered that I had no idea of what happened in the poems at the basis of some Schubert Lieder that I knew well.
[…] It appeared to me that, without knowing the poems, I had grasped the content, the real content, perhaps more deeply than if I had remained at the surface of the particular thoughts expressed in words."
18
My purpose, in this paper, was mainly terminological. I tried to demonstrate that, from Carl Philip Emanuel Bach to Arnold Schoenberg, but probably also before and after, the German term Inhalt has been used among others to denote a specific musical content, a musical meaning expressed and understandable only in musical terms. But I don't think that terminology can be an end in itself, at least in such a case. My underlying purpose concerns general semiotics. My conviction is that no truly general semiotics can be developed without admitting that semiotic systems other than verbal language can have a meaning of their own, utterly untranslatable in words. I hope to have shown that this also was the conviction of many a German aesthetician from the late 18 th century to the 20 th and probably later.
Ferdinand de Saussure's definition of the sign as a double entity associating signifier and signified (Saussure 1967: 98-99) had for a while limited the project of a general semiotics to systems derived from verbal language. Linguists soon realized that this mainly lexical conception of semiotics was not tenable. Ricoeur (1975: 88-100) , following Benveniste (see note 8 above), describes two linguistics, one purely formal and the other referential. Jean-Jacques Nattiez (1988: 189-190) similarly describes a double conception of the musical signification, one that views musical meaning as "a play of forms and structures" and the other as "cultural symbol". Raymond Monelle (1991; see also Monelle 1992) recognizes the possibility of a structural semantics of music. I myself pleaded for an autonomous musical semiotics, independent from any external references and untranslatable in words (Meeùs 2009 ). But such considerations lead us away from terminology properly speaking and will have to be left for another occasion.
